Make Payments Strategic

Modo is a payments orchestration platform for enterprises. With one connection to Modo, you
can reduce your total cost of payments, move your payments infrastructure to the cloud, and
regain control of your payments data and money flows. Modo allows you to flexibly build the
payments stack that makes the most sense for your business, and gain global access to the
payment services and local payment methods you need to better serve your customers. Focus on
your bottom line, and leave the payments plumbing to the #paymentsgeeks at Modo.

/Checkout
Modo’s /Checkout product simplifies your payment operations when receiving funds from
customers by orchestrating payments from beginning to end.

/Checkout Components
API - Orchestrate your digital and physical
Checkouts with any combination of
payments through a single API

Connectors - Access leading digital and
physical payments services & methods of all
kinds

Modal - Embedded customizable payment
choice form for your business needs

Portal - Check on the health of your
payments, determine what fees you’re
paying, and plan routes between payment
service providers

Checkout COIN® - Performs real time
accounting for any payment method using
any payment service to ensure you get paid
for what you sell

Vault - Hyper-compliant data vault using best
in class security

Modo’s Portal allows you to manage and maintain your entire payments stack in one place. Follow the lifecycle of every single
transaction, perform refunds in the same way every time, add new payment methods, and get insights into the health of your payments,
all in a user-friendly dashboard. And since the payments fun doesn’t end until settlement and reconciliation, neither does Modo. Get
unified reporting of your settlement and reconciliation files for every transaction in every currency - even if they’re processed differently.

modopayments.com

+214 238 4790

Make Payments Strategic

Enterprise Payments Environment
In the current state of payments, every integration requires tight coupling with systems of record
from financial management to enterprise resource planning, with new connections taking 9
months to a year to complete. Modo streamlines clients’ payments operations and allows them
to integrate with new payment services in the click of a button.

WORLD WIDE
OPERATIONS

FRAGMENTED
PROCESSES

UNIFIED OPERATIONS
AND VISIBILITY

As enterprises grow, their
payments stack becomes
more complex to serve their
global customer base.

Treasury and finance has to
do everything eight different
ways - from refunds to
reconciliation.

Modo created a unified
approach and perspective of
managing payment services.

Take control of your payments stack with Modo
modopayments.com

REACH OUT TO MODO

+1 214 238 4790

